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How can we prevent this?



What?

Where?
Solutions?

Who? 
Why? 

Which questions need to be answered first?



What? Who? Where? Why? 

Is this information currently available? (2) 

What? Who? Where? Why? 

10%
10%

In reports: “20% of all 

litter are fishing nets”

OSPAR Beach Litter Monitoring: 120 litter categories:
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Step 1: Collaboration with local organisations



Policymakers

Researchers

Fisheries experts

Step 2: 3-day ‘Deep Dive’ workshops to thoroughly analyse beach litter 



Sorting litter into 18 categories

-> Analysed litter is representative of litter that floats



Every item tells a story...



Zooming in...

Nivea for men Axe for 
men



Fishing nets also tell a story...

Largest share in numbers: 

Net cuttings (result of repairs)



1. Average size: 20m2 & most are less than 5 years old

2. Most nets are square shaped sections of nets 

3. Square sections are usually cut out around damaged 

parts and then replaced with new square parts



Source:

Cause:

Size of the net        

Of all nets analysed, 82% are most probably discarded



1. 90% are nets used in the cod & shrimp fisheries
2. More specifically: in the Barents Sea
3. These type of net are used by both Norwegian & Russian trawlers

-> Only floating nets have been analysed, not those on the seabed
-> How many vessels are involved in the discarding of nets?
-> What are the underlying causes and what are the solutions?

(in publication)



Step 3: Engagement with stakeholders to define causes and solutions
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Communication and awareness
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1. Mission: detailed insight into sources and causes within 4 years

2. Setting up a collaboration network throughout the Arctic

3. Fundraising to realise this ambition

Next steps



Questions answered during the next three years



Final thoughts

1. Every litter item tells a story; detailed analysis reveals management relevant information 

2. The Deep Dive approach is a cost-effective tool to acquire this type of information

3. Together we can make this a success: with local organisations, industries, NGO’s and governments



Our vision of 2030: the only ones littering the beach...



Get in touch:

Wouter Jan Strietman

wouterjan.strietman@wur.nl

Tel. +31 6 2319 5127

Twitter: @Strietman

www.wur.eu/arcticmarinelitter
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